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The problem of the rate of convergence of the cumulative distribution function of 
the one-sample rank order statistics S$ to the limiting normal one is studied for the 
case when the underlying observations are independent but not necessarily identi- 
cally distributed. The results obtained are then used to derive a strong law and 
functional form of a central limit theorem for S$. o 1985 Academic PRSS, IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the problem of determinin g the rate of convergence of the 
d.f.‘s (distribution functions) of different rank statistics to the limiting 
normal d.f. has been the subject of several papers. In the regression setup, 
this problem has been studied by JureCkova and Ptui [14], Bergstrom and 
Puri [3], and HuSkova [12, 131 among others (see also Albers, Bickel, and 
van Zwet [l] and the references cited therein). However, in all these papers 
the score generating function is assumed to be smooth and bounded. 
Recently, Mtler-Funk and Witting [17] considered this problem for the one 
sample case and were able to cover also the unbounded score generating 
function which includes, among others, the important normal scores statis- 
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tics. The main restriction in their paper was, however, that the observations 
were all assumed to be independent and identically distributed. Also they 
had made a strong assumption regarding the monotonicity of the score 
generating function. 
The present paper is an extended study of the problem considered by 
Muller-Funk and Witting [17] for the case when the score generating 
function is unbounded (and also not necessarily monotone), and when the 
underlying r.v.‘s are independent but not necessarily identically distributed. 
In dealing with this problem we use the Chemoff-Savage approach which 
relies on the possibility of expressing the one sample rank statistic as 
integrals in terms of empirical d.f.‘s. In this approach, the empirical d.f.‘s 
and their properties serve as a probabilistic tool to arrive at results for the 
rank statistics. Hitherto, these properties were known in the i.i.d. case only 
(see Dvoretzky, Kiefer, and Wolfowitz [S]), and our problem requires 
knowledge of the behavior of the empirical d.f. in the non4.i.d. case. These 
fundamental properties of the empirical d.f.‘s in the non4.i.d. case are 
derived in Section 3, and they generalize the results of Dvoretzky, Kiefer, 
and Wolfowitz [8]. 
The main result of the present study is that if the score generating 
function increases to in6nity (near one) in a suitable manner (see (2.3)), then 
the rate of convergence of the d.f. of the one-sample rank statistic to the 
limiting normal distribution is O(N-“) for some 0 < (Y < 4. 
Section 5 deals with applications; it contains a functional limit theorem 
(Donsker-type invariance principle) and a strong law of large numbers for 
the one sample rank statistics in the non4.i.d. case. Some of these appli- 
cations are useful in sequential analysis and in this connection we refer to 
Lai [15] and Miiller-Funk [16]. 
2. NOTATIONS AND THE MAIN RESULT 
Let XN1, . . . , X,,, N 2 1, be independent random variables with con- 
tinuous d.f.‘s FN1,...,FNN, N 2 1, respectively. Consider the one-sample 
rank order statistic 
‘,+= f ,C u(xNi)QN(Rjti) 
r-l 
(2.1) 
where RGi is the rank of ] X,,] among ] X,, 1, . . . , ] X,,] respectively, 
u(t) = 1 or 0 according as t r 0 or < 0 and a,(i), 1 < i s iV, are scores 
generated by a known function a)(t), 0 c t < 1, by 
a,(i) = \t(i/(N + I)), 1sisN. (2.2) 
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We shah require the following Chernoff-Savage assumption concerning 
the smoothness and the order of magnitude of the score generating function 
near the boundary of the unit interval. We assume that # is twice differen- 
tiable on (0,l) and for ah 0 < t < 1, 
I+(t) (5 X(1 - t)-l’*+‘, I+“‘(t) I< X(1 - t)-j-l’*+’ (2.3) 
for i = 1,2 and some 4 < 6 < h < 3, 2h - S > $, where K is a positive 
constant. 
We remark that (2.3) holds true, for example, if J/(t) = G-‘((1 + t)/2), 
0 5 t < 1, where G is a symmetric d.f. having a smooth density and whose 
tail has an increasing failure rate. In particular, if G = @ (standard normal 
d.f.) SG is termed the normal scores statistic. 
For the ease of convenience, we shah suppress, from now on, the 
subscript N from FNi, Rii, etc. 
We now set 
am = ~ ,~ U(X - Xi), 
r-l 
FN(X) = $ ,; 4;;:(x) 
r-l 
Ij,(X) = $ ,$ u(x - Ixil)9 H,(x) = $- ,; q(x) 
(2.4) 
r-l r-l 
where F,*(x) = P{(X,( 5 x}, 1 5 i s N. 
Now S$ in (2.1) may be written as 
Set 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
and note that under the assumption (2.3), /A; is finite. 
Then, with probability one, we have the decomposition 
s,+- p;= AN+%+QN (2.7) 
where 
(2.8) 
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As in Chemoff and Savage [6] we term A, + B, and Q, respectively the 
principal and remainder terms of the (centered) SG. 
Denote 
u; = Var(A, + BN) 
and note that, under (2.3), this quantity is well defined. 
We shah require the nondegeneration of ui in the form 
liminf ZVui > 0. 
N-rW 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider the statistic SG de$ned by (2.1) with scores given 
by (2.2). Then if (2.3) and (2.11) are satisfied, there exist C > 0 and 
0 < a < f (both depending on our assumptions only) such that 
sup IP(S,+- /.l;< UNX) - Q(x) 1 5 cN-* 
--mcx<w 
where cc& and ui are dejined respectively by (2.6) and (2.10). 
Remark. It may be noted that we do not assume the monotonicity of the 
score generating function JI. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS ON EMPIRICAL d.f.‘s. 
Let Vi,. . . , UN, N 2 1, be i.i.d. r.v.‘s from the uniform (0,l) d.f. and 
denote by fiN the corresponding empirical d.f. The following basic result 
concerning a certain asymptotic order for the tail probabilities was obtained 
by Dvoretzki, Kiefer, and Wolfowitz [8]. For every E > 0, there exist 
C,, C, > 0 and N, (all depending on c) such that 
I’( sutl IfiN - tl 2 ClN-1/2(LogN)“2) < C,N-‘, Nk No. 
C3.1) 
Our main goal in this section is to deriye statements imilar to (3.1) 
concerning fluctuations of the empirical d.f. FN from the averaged theoreti- 
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cal d.f. FN when the N sample elements are assumed to be independent but 
not necessarily identically distributed. These results are then used in the 
next section for obtaining estimates for the speed of convergence in the 
C.L.T. for signed rank statistics. 
One basic tool for our study is the following inequality due to S. 
Bernstein. 
Fk0~03TI0~ 3.1. Suppose Yl, . . . , Y, are independent random variables 
such that E(q) = 0 and 1 ql I c for some 0 < c < 00, 1 I i I N. Then for 
every w > 0, 
(3.2) 
where 
h, = w2/(2B, + 24, (3.3) 
For a proof of this inequality we refer to Uspensky [21, p. 2051. 
Our first result is a generalization to the non4.i.d. case of a lemma of 
Ghosh [lo] which has been applied to the theory of linear rank statistics by 
Muller-Funk [16] and Mttller-Funk and Witting [17]. 
LEMMA 3.1. For every E > 0, there exist M > 0 and N, (both depending 
on C) such that for N 2 N,, we have 
P lev(4 - m I 
N-lag;yl-N-’ { &)(l - F(x))}*‘2 
2 MN-“2LogN 
and 
p 
l&VW - &) I > MN-‘/*LogN 
Yip {F(x)(l - &))}1’2-c0 - 
(3.5) 
where q, = (1 + O/2(2 + 6). 
Proof: First we note that since 
P{ w: p,,,(x) = &.(&‘(&(x))), all x E R, all N 2 l} = 1 (3.6) 
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we have, with probability 1, 
IFNW - m I 
N-laF(f;:l+ { F(x)(l - F(X))}“’ 
= sup 
J&p-‘(t)) - tl 
{ t(1 - t)}“* * 
(3.7) 
N-‘stsl-N-’ 
Set Gdf) = (t(l - t)}-1’2[$N(F-1(t)) - t], 0 < t < I and aj,N =j,m, 
l<jrN-1. 
G,(aj-l,,) - [ j(N -j + I)]-"' 
GN(aj,N) + [(j - lj(N - j)] -1’2 (3.8) 
and,sincefor2<jsN- 
+ 1)1-l’*} s fiN-l’* 
1, N 2 4, max{[( j - l)(N - j)]-‘/2, [ j(N -j 
and (j/( j - l))“* s fi, we get from (3.8) that 
Now, with 1 s j s N - 1 fixed, note that 
N&(F-'(aj,N)) = g u(F1(aj,,) - 4) = 5 2, 
i-l i-l 
where Zi, 1 s i s N, are independent Bernoulli r.v.‘s with P(Z, = 1) = 
&(F-‘(aj,,)) =pi, 1 s i s N. 
Consequently, with MI > 0 to be specified later, by Bernstein’s inequality 
(3.2) with 5 = Zi -pi, 1 s i s N, and w = M,{m(l - F)}“2LogN 
where F = (l/N)CEy,,p, = aj,,,, we obtain for 1 s j s N - 1 
where 
P( IGN(aj,N)I 2 M,N-‘/ZLogN) s 2exp( -hj,N) (3.10) 
Mf 
hj,Nk 2 ' 
Log’N 
1 + M,[Naj,,,(l - aj,N)]-“‘LogN’ 
(3.11) 
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The last inequality follows from (3.3) and the fact that 
B, = ; VarZi = ; ~~(1 -pi) I Nj(1 -P). 
i-l i-l 
Now using (3.11) and the fact that [olj,,,(l - CX~,,,)]-~/* 5 (2N)‘/* for ah 
1 I j I N - 1, it is easily seen that if we choose Mi 2 25/2(2 + c), then 
N-l 
c exp( -hj,N) I N-l-‘, 
j-l 
N 2 N1. (3.12) 
Fir&y, if we let M = a(1 + M,), the assertion (3.4) follows from (3.7), 
(3.9), (3.10), and (3.12). 
To prove (3.5) we first show that with probability 2 1 - N-l-’ 
sup ]GN(t) 1 = O(N-‘-“*). 
Q<t<,V2-’ 
(3.13) 
Indeed, using BemouIIi’s inequality we have 
P sup 
O<t<N-2-’ 
&#-l(t)) = 0) 2 1 - ; P{ 4 s F-l(N-*-0) 
i-l 
= 1 - N-l-’ 
which implies that with probability 2 1 - N- ’ --( 
Simihuly one proves that with probability 2 1 - N-l-’ 
sup (GN(r) 1 = 0(N-1-r/2). (3.14) 
1-N-*-‘it<1 
We now show that for every c > 0, there exist M’ > 0 and Ni’ such that 
P N-2-f~;<N-l I&(t) 1 2 MW+*LqN) I 2N-‘-“, N 2 N; 
(3.15) 
where KN(t) = { t(1 - t)}QGN(f), 0 < t < 1. 
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By considerations similar to those used in the derivation of (3.9) we 
obtain 
sup I&44 5 6 
N-2-‘<r<N-’ - 
l*;-$+<IIKN(&N) I + NN-3’2-c) 
(3.16) 
where pjsj, N = j/N*+‘, 1 < j s [ N1+‘] ([ ~1 = integer part). 
Therefore, to prove (3.15) it &ices to show that there exist Ml and N/ 
such that for N 2 N{ 
Now, using Bernstein’s inequality and the relations 
N”*Log-‘N{ /!$,,(l - /3j,N)}1’2+‘o I N-‘OLog-‘N, 
N”*{ flj,N(l - ,!3j,N)}1’2-to 2 2+x*+‘), N 2 2, 
we get, after some calculation, that for N 2 N; = N;( M,‘, E) 
P(lKN(/3j,N)) 2 M;N-“*LogN) I 2exp(-lj,,,) (3.18) 
where lj N 2 (M;/2)(Log N)2- “*(*+‘)/[l + (M;Log N)-‘N-Q] 2 
M,‘Q,&‘4 with M,’ = 4’2~l/2(*+‘)-*. 
Hence, if we choose M,’ > 2 + 2c, we obtain 2Z$‘~‘lexp( - ljJN) < 
2N’+‘-h,z 5 2N-1-C which together with (3.18) entails the satisfaction of 
(3.17). Thus (3.15) holds true. 
Similarly one proves that for every c > 0, there exist M” > 0 and N; 
such that 
P sup 
~-N-‘<I<~-N-~-’ 
IKN(f)) 2 M”N-‘/*LogN) s 2N-l-‘, 
Ni N;. (3.19) 
Finally (3.4), (3.13), (3.14), (3.15), and (3.19) entail the satisfaction of 
(3.5). The proof of Lemma 3.1 is completed. 
Remark. Using the inequality 
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i,’ is easy to see ti*at (3.4) and (3.5) remain true if we replace i$, by 
lq = (N/(N + 1))Q. 
LEMMA 3.2. For every E > 0 and every S E (0, f) there exist M > 0 and 
N, (both depending on E only) such that for N 2 N, we have 
P sup 2 MN-“*LogN 
N-'+~<F('(x)<l-N-'+8 
(3.20) 
P 
1 - 
sup k’,(x) - 
1 F(x) 
1 2 MN+*LogN 
N-l+a~F~‘(x)~l-N-~+~ - 
I 5 2N-‘-’ 
(3.21) 
2 s $N(I;-‘(N-‘+8)) 5 7, 
N;+8 I 1 _ @JF-‘(l - N-l+*)) < F) 2 1 - 2N-‘-‘. 
(3.22) 
Moreover, the above inequalities remain true if we replace fiN by &. 
Proof. The proof of (3.20) follows by first noting that for N-l+* I F(x) 
I1 - N-1+8, 
1%;;; 11 I N(l-a),2 Ipdx) --F(x” sup 
~-‘+~~jqx)~l-~-l+~ { F(x)(l - F(x))}“* 
and then applying (3.4). 
The proof of (3.21) is similar. 
Finally, from (3.4) and the inequalities 
I&( F-‘(N-1+6)) - N-1+8 1 
s NC-l+&/* sup IM4 - m I 
N-‘+8~jT(‘(x)<l-N-‘+8 { F(x)(l - F(x)}“* 
and 
I[1 - $‘@-‘(I - N-1+8))] - N-‘+‘I 
5 NC-l+a)/* sup 
FNW - F(x) I
N-'+~lq'(x)rl-N-'+* { F(x)(l - F(x))}“’ ’ 
we obtain (3.22). The proof of Lemma 3.2 follows. 
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LEMMA 3.3. For every k > 1 and every S E (0, f), there exist M > 0 and 
N, (both depending on k only) such that for N 2 No we have 
P 
1 sup l@Nb) - fiN(Y) - m + m I I~(i(x)-~((y)l~N-‘+‘LogN 
> MN-‘+8’2LogN - 
I 
I N-k. (3.23) 
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 it stices to show that there exist 
M > 0 and N,, such that for N r N, 
P sup IPN(F’(S)) - r’,(F-l(t)) -s + tl 
Is-tlsN-‘+8LogN 
> MN-‘+‘/‘LogN - I; N-k. (3.24) 
With this end in view, set 
DN(f) = sup pN(F-‘(s)) - k,(F-l(t)) -s + tl, 
IS--fl5GN-‘+bgN 
0 < t < 1 (3.25) 
and 
Qj =j/[N’-‘1, j=O,l ,...,[N’-‘] ([.I = integerpart). 
(3.26) 
Let us show first that 
sup IkN(F’(S)) -R’,(F-l(t)) -s + tl 
Is-rlrN-‘+‘LogN 
s3 max 
lsj~[N’-~] 
DN(eN,j)- (3.27) 
Indeed, if S, t E [19,~, 8,. j+J, 1s - tl s N-‘+“Log N, then since 
maX{ IS - eN,j+ll, It - eN,jl} s eN,j+l - e,j s N-l+*LogN, We get 
I~N(~-l(~))--N(~-l(t))-~+ tl 5 2DN(eNj+l) , . (3.28) 
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On the other hand, if s E [ON,j,BN,j+l] and t E [6N,,,&,r+l] with j + 1 
< t, IS - tl s N-‘+8LogN, then since 9,,, - O,,j+, s t - s S 
N-‘+%ogN we find 
J&Q-l(s)) - J -- fl F ‘<t>> -s + tl s DN(eN,j+l) + wahd. 
(3.29) 
Thus (3.28) and (3.29) entail (3.27). 
Further, set 
TNj(S) = &p’(s)) - ~N(F-l(eN,j)) --s + e,,j, 1 Ij I [N’-6] 
(3.30) 
and 
I r,NceN,j+ 
N-‘+‘Log N 
[N8/2] r9 rE ‘* (3.31) 
NW if s E it,, N, &+ 1, N ] for some - [ NB12] I r s [N”‘] - 1, it is easy 
to see that 
and 
TNj(s)  TNj(tr+l.N) +(lr+l.N - tr,N) 
Consequently, 
and since <r+l,N - &N s 2N-‘+“‘2LogN 
lM&,j) I 5 ~~Nd,21~~~,21~1 lTiVjE~rNNJ I + 2 -‘+6’2Lof3N- 
(3.33) 
Let us now evaluate P{ IT,i(tl,,)l 2 MN-‘+‘/2LogN}. Note that 
N&j(rr,,) = igl [ u( ‘-‘(ir,,) - xi) -u( F-‘( 0N.j) - Xi) 
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Assume for the moment that r 2 0. Set ui = &( F-l(El,N)) and Ui = 
Fj(F-1(8N,i)). Then ui > ui and Vary, after some calculations, equals 
(ui - u,)[l - (ui - ui)] = pi(l - pi) with pi = ui - ui, 0 c pi < 1, 1 < i s 
N. Now, with j = CiN,lpi/N, we have 
N N 
B,= cVarK= &(l-pi)<Njj(l-j)<N”LogN 
i-l i=l 
where the last inequality holds since 
Thus, using Bernstein’s inequality (3.2), we get 
P(INTNj((,,N)I > MN8’*LogN) < 2exp(-hN) (3.34) 
where 
h, = 
M*N’Log*N M2 
2B, + 2MN”‘Log N 
‘2’ 
Log N 
1 + MN-&/2 = h N’ 
Thus 
P( IT,,(&,N) I ' MN- 1+8/2LogN) < 2exp(-xN). (3.35) 
A similar bound holds also for r < 0. Hence 
P max ITNj(6r,N) 1 > MN-l+“*Log N 
I 4N8/*exp( -A,). 
Now, from (3.33) and (3.36), we obtain 
P((&(t&J)) 2 MN-‘+“*LogN) 
(3.36) 
Log N 
1 +(M - 2)N-“* 
= 4N8’*exp( - 6,) 
(3.37) 
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which, together with (3.27), entails 
P sup IF,(F’(s)) - F,(F’(t)) -s + tl 
Is-rl<N-'+8LogN 
> 3MN-‘+“‘2Log N - 
IP max 
l<js[N'-'1 
D,,,( O,,,) 2 it4N-‘+‘/2Log N 
> 
I 4N’-8/2exp( -6,) = pN. 
It follows easily from the definition of 6, and pN that 
(3.38) 
log PN , 
log N 
asN-, cc. 
Thus, if A4 is chosen sufficiently large (depending on k > 1) we obtain for 
all N 2 N,(k) that 
logp,/logN I -k, i.e., pN s NWk. 
Therefore (3.23) is entailed by (3.38) and the proof of Lemma 3.3 is 
terminated. 
LEMMA 3.4. For every k > 1 and every S E (0, $), there exist A4 > 0 and 
N, (both depending on k only) such that for N 2 N, we have 
P{&, - Fl(l) 2 MN-‘+“} I N-k (3.39) 
whereA IiN r FI denotes the total variation of the measure ( kN - F)(B) = 
jB d(FN - F), B c R is a Bore1 set, and 
I = (w-‘(s), H-‘(t)], with N-l+* I s < t zs 1 - N-l+*, 
t- s I N-l+“. 
Proof. With I as defined above, we have 
IRN - q(r) </iiN -H(I)] + 2&(I) 
I sup 
I~((x)-~-~(~)I~N-~+~Lo~N 
&.(x) - i&(y) - H(x) + H(y) 1 + 2N-‘+“. 
The last relation, together with Lemma 3.3 (applied with jN replaced by 
fiN and F replaced by H), clearly implies (3.39). 
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Finally, we shall need the following result. 
LEMEM 3.5. For every k > 1 we have 
P( ~~,yJXil I H-1(1 - N+‘)} 2 1 - Wk. (3.40) 
Proof: Applying Bernoulli’s inequality we have 
‘( I~~Nlxil 5 H-‘(1 - Nek-‘)} 
N 
2 1 - 2 P{IX,( > H-1(1 - N-k-1)) = 1 - Wk 
i-l 
as was to be proved. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. 
Considering the decomposition (2.7), we shah investigate the rate of 
convergence for (A, + BN) and QN separately and finally use an argument 
which is based on the following lemma (cf. Petrov [18, p. 161). 
LEMMA 4.1. Consider random variables U,, V,, and Q,,, such that 
U, = V, + QN and let G, and K, be the d. f .‘s of V, and U, respectively. 
Assume that 
sup I%(x) - @(x)1 s d,. 
-w<xcm 
Then ifP{ lQNl 2 cN} s flN, we have 
For convenience, we shah divide the proof into two parts as follows: 
Part 1: Rate of Convergence for the Principal Term 
Our intention is to apply the following theorem due to Esseen (cf. Petrov 
[18, p. 1151). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let YN1, . . . , Y,,, N 2 1 be a double sequence of (row- 
wise) independent r.v.‘s such that Cjv,,E(Y,,) = 0 and for some 0 < q I; 1, 
ElYJ*+” exists for all 1 5 i 5 N, N 2 1. Then there exists a finite constant 
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C,, > 0 (depending on q only) such that 
sup 
I( 
P N-’ : YNi s rNx 
--m<xico i-l 
where 7: = Var(N-‘CE,Y,vi), 4; = NT:, and BP) = N-lCiN_lEI YNi12+T, 
Now, with probability 1, 
A,+B,=N-‘iY, (4.3) 
i-l 
where Y;: = W;. + T with 
W;. = u(Xj)lt(HC141)) - E(“(4)+(H(lxil)))~ 1 I i I N (4.4) 
and 
(4.5) 
It is clear that &, 1 s i s N, are independent r.v.‘s with CIN_,E(q) = 0 
and ui = N-‘di where 0; = N-‘Var(cLIY,). Thus, by (2.11) 
o;:= Nu;2K1, for some K, > 0, aII N 2 1. (4.6) 
In order to apply Esseen’s theorem, we will prove that there exists 
0 < q 5 1 such that 
and 
IimsupN-’ ; EIW;,I’+” < cc 
N-CO i-l 
(4.7) 
IimsupN-’ ; ElZJ2+’ < 00. (4.8) 
N-r03 i-l 
To this end, pick 0 < q < S, and first note that from (2.3) we have 
N-li&lu(Xi)#(i?(lXi~)) (‘+‘s Ki’(l - t)(-1’2+hX*+rl)dt < a0 
(4.9) 
where the finiteness of the last integral follows from our assumption on A. 
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We now make use of the following inequality (cf. Ruymgaart [20, p. 271. 
LEMMA 4.2. For every q E (0, 41, there exists a positive constant M 
(depending on q only) such that for all s, t E (0,l) we haoe 
Iu(s - t) - s( I M[r(t)]“2-q[r(s)]-1’2+9 (4.10) 
where r(x) = (x(1 - x)} -l, x E (0,l). 
Now, using (2.3) and (4.10) we have 
< ( MK)2+“Jb[ r( t)]w-‘)(2+9) 
dt( /It 1’2-rl(l - t)-‘-‘+*dt 
0 
(4.11) 
sinceO<q<6and(f-qX2+rl)<l. 
The bounds in (4.9) and (4.11) being independent of N, the proofs of (4.7) 
and (4.8) follow. 
Therefore, using Esseen’s theorem and (4.6), there exist 0 < n < $ and 
C = C(h, S, VJ, K, K,) > 0 such that 
sup jP(A, f B, 5 q,x) - G’(x) ( s CN-“, Nz 1. 
-co~x<w 
(4.12) 
Part 2: Remainder Terms 
According to Lemma 4.1 we have to obtain an inequality of the form 
for some C,,C, > 0 and some0 c a < f. 
Now (4.13) will be entailed by (4.6) and the following stronger assertion 
which will be needed in the next section. 
There exist 0 < (Y < 3 and k > 1 such that 
P{lQNI 2 CIN-“2-“} I C,N-k 
for some C,, C, > 0. 
With this end in view, we first choose k > 1 such that 
k 
2k+Zc8 and 
k < 2(x- ‘> 
1-2h. 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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Now, with S and X given by (2.3) and k > 1 chosen to satisfy (4.19, we 
consider for each M > 0 the sets 
pN1 = i 
I fiN(X) - H(x) I
N-l&;:)yN1 { H(x)(l - E(x))}“2 
I MN-1’2Log N 
Q2,, = sup 
i 
I&(x) - H(x) I 
xcR { H(X)(l - H(X)}1’2-co 
I MN-“2Log N 
QN3 = sup 
N-‘+6<~(x)<l-N-‘+a 
ON4 = sup 
N-‘+*s~(x)<l-N-l+* 
fiN(X) _ 1 
-qq 
1 -I&(x) 
1 - H(x) 
I MN-s’2Log N 
I 
- 1 I MN-“‘2LogN 
I 
< Ej,(jj-‘(N-l+“)) I 7, 
N;+8 I 1 _ Ei,(jj-I(1 _ N-1+s)) 2 T} 
QN6 = sup lM4 - 4h) - m + m I 
ITi(x)-F(y)l~~-l+*L~g~ 
I MN-‘+““Log N 
i 
P,, = {IkN - FI(I) I MN-‘+*}, 
GN, = ( ,zyN’Xi’ I H-‘(1 - N-&-l)) 
w$eIr;8e,, = k/(2k -++$) and I = (H-‘(s), H-‘(t)], N-l+” s s < t I 1 - 
,t-ssN- . 
Also define Gk, 1, I i s 5, to be the set QNi where we replace fiN by 
& = (N/(N + l))H, and finally let a& be the set Qv6 where we replace 
FN by I& and F by fl. 
Then, Lemmas 3.1 through 3.5 entail the existence of a constant M > 0 
and N, such that for N 2 N, 
P(P,) 2 1 - const . Nek (4.16) 
where 0, = [n fml(Q2,i f-l Qk)] n Q2,, fl 52 N8. (We may mention that the 
const (constant) appearing in (4.16) and in the sequel is a generic positive 
constant which does not depend on N.) 
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The set 9, will play a major role in the following estimation without 
explicit reference. 
Set Q~ = ,-l(N-‘+‘), b, = H-‘(1 - N-l+‘), and IN = (uv, bN]. 
It is easy to see that the remainder term Qhr may be decomposed as 
QN = CTmlQiN, where 
with 1; = [0, co)\Iv. 
On the set 51, we shall find upper bounds for each term QiN, 1 I i I 6. 
The term QIN: By Taylor’s formula, the integrand of QiN is equal to 
+(I?; - H)*#“((l - 8)fl+ &g) where 0 ZG 8 I 1. 
I$/!((1 - 8)H + efi;) 1 % K(l - H)-5’2+6. 1 + 8(; 12)) -s’2+6. 
i 
(4.17) 
On the other hand, for x E IN 
(H- &) 
l+ 8 (1 - R) 
2 1 - N(‘-w*SUP I& - HI 
IN { rr(1 - H)}“* 
kl- MN-8’2Log N. (4.18) 
Now, clearly s~p,~((l - Z@)/(l - H)) 5 const on P,, and using (4.17) 
and (4.18), we have 
lQINl s const . N-‘L.og*N / (1 - &)-“*+‘dfiN. 
IN 
(4.19) 
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Now 
12 / 
(~fiN(kv)+w(~+l) (1 - s)- 3/*+s& .g p&*st. jp-1)(-1/*+9* 
0 
(4.20) 
Using (4.19) and (4.20) we finally obtain 
l&l s const . N- 1+(~-1)(6-1/*). Log2N* (4.21) 
The term QzN: Proceeding as in the derivation of (4.19) and (4.20) we find 
5 cone&. N-1+(6-1Xb-1/2) (4.22) 
The term Q3N: Set mN = [N’-‘1 + 1, ci = N-l+” + i/m,(l - 2N-‘+‘), 
d, = H-l(ci), and JNi = (dimI, d,], 0 I i 5 mN. 
Then it is easy to check that 
where 
Q3N = C C Q3Nij 
i-l j-l 
Q3Nlj = [ Ei,(d,-1) - H(dj-I)] f( ‘(dj-l))(1”N - ‘)( JNj> 
Q3N2j = /I,r @N(X) - ‘(XI - ‘N(d,-1) 
+ff((d/-,)]@(d,_,))d($ - F)(x) 
Q3N3j = [‘N(dj-l) - ‘(dj-I>] 
X JNj[ V(‘(x)) - +‘( ‘(dj-,I)] d(‘~ - F)(x) 
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and 
Q3Ndj = iNj[fi~(X) - H(X) - fiN(dj-1) + A(dj-l)] 
‘[+‘(If(X)) -~'(H(d,-l))]d(~~-P)(x)' 
Using (2.3), we have on P, 
(1 - cjJ1+* 
sup I444 - k4Y) - m + W) I 
I~((X)--(Y)IIN-‘+*LogN 
I const . N(-3+8)‘2Log2N(1 - c~-J-~+‘. 
Therefore, since (l/mN)E~~I(l - c~-~)-~+’ is bounded, we get 
mN I I c Q3Nli I const . N (-1-*)/2. Log*N. & gl(l - c~-~)-'+~ j-l J 
I const . N (-l-O/*Log*N. (4.23) 
Similarly, using the fact that 
$ Zl(l - cj-l)-3’2+6 s 1 _ 2;el+8 ~cmN(l - d-3’2+8h 
J’ 
5 const . N(~-l)(~-l/*) 
we find on G2, 
I I 2 Q3N2j s K sup ‘l&(X) - &kY) - ax) j=l I~((X)-~(~)lIN-l+6LogN 
+ H(y) 1 F (1 - Cj-l)-3’2+8]fiN - Fl( JNj) 
j-l 
< const. N-1+8/2+(8-1)(8-1/2). LogN 
- (4.24). 
Further, using Taylor’s formula, (2.3), and the fact that for x E JNj and 
sufficiently large N 
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we obtain 
I+f(g(x)) - $‘(H(d,-,))I I const * N-‘+“(I - cj-1)-5'2+*p 
x E JNj. (4.25) 
Then, since 
k $(l 
J 
- cj-l)-2+8 I 1 _ 2;-‘+8~=mx(l - 4-2+s~ 
we find that 
5 const . N(1-s)2 
x ,gl(l - cj-l)-*+‘l’~ - FI( JNj) 
I mnst. ~-3/*+s+wl)~. LogN. (4.26) 
Similarly, we obtain the estimate mN 
I I c Q3N4j I const * N -2+38/2+(1-6)(3/24)~~~~~ (4.27) j=l 
The term QdN: With zO = k/(2k + 2) < l/2 we have 
The first integral in the second line of the above inequality is clearly 
bounded by (const) . N-l+‘, while the second is bounded by 
~~N-l+l(l _ t)-‘+“+‘& = ~~‘-‘+~“~-‘o’. 
ThUS 
lQ4,,,l I const . N -3/*+8. LogN + mnst. N-1/*+(6-1)(8-‘o’LogN. 
(4.28) 
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The term QsN: Denote 
- t)(@)d& and - a+@) d&r. 
Using (2.3) and the fact that for x I uN, 1 - H(x) 2 4 for N sufficiently 
large, we find 
1211 s K(i) -l/*+yjN(a,) < ~(~)-1/*+*~~-1+8~ (4.29) 
On the other hand, since on Q,, 
[l - jj(,ql)] -V*+’ < ~(~+l)(l/*-~), 1 I i I N 
we get 
IS2,1 s Ki-(1 - H)-1’2+xdIjN 
E ,t X[ bN,CO) (IX,l)(l - R(141))-1’2+h =- 
1-l 
5 KN(k+‘)(‘/*-A)(1 - Ij,((,,)) 
5 3KN-1+8+(k+l)(l,2-A) 
2 
where x denotes the indicator function. 
From (4.29) and (4.30), since QsN = LZ1 + A?*, we get 
(4.30) 
lQsNl s const . N- 1+8 + const. N-1+8+(k+1)(1/2-X). (4.31) 
The term QsN: Set 
Then, since for all x < uN: 1 - AN(x) 2 1 - $N-‘+* 2 i on $,, for N 
sticiently large, we have 
Id11 s a) -1’2+hhN(aN) I const . N-l+‘. (4.32) 
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On the other hand, using (2.3) we find 
j-N&(b) 
(1 - ij-W+h 
N+l 
I 2K 
/ 
;fiN(a,M(N+l)(l - t)-l’*+% = &(l - N$$IqL’2+A 
< const. #-1+0(1/*+A) (4.33) 
From (4.32), (4.33), and the fact that Q,, = &i + A2, we infer that 
lQeNl I const . N-l+’ + const * N(-1+8X1’2+X). (4.34) 
Finally, straightforward combination of relations (4.21)-(4.24), 
(4.26)-(4.28), (4.31), and (4.34) together with (4.15) and the fact that 
$ < 6 < X < f, 2X - 6 > $ lead to the satisfaction of (4.14). 
The proof follows from (4.12), (4.13), and Lemma 4.1. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we shah obtain, as applications of our main result, (i) a 
functional Central Limit Theorem (Donsker-type invariance principle) for 
S,+ and (ii) a strong law for S$ 
These results are useful for the study of the properties of sequential tests 
and estimates based on rank order statistics (see, e.g., Lai [15] and Muller- 
Funk [16]). 
(i) A Functional C. L.T. for SG in the Non-i.i.d. Case 
Denote by C[O, l] the space of real, continuous functions on [0, l] with 
the uniform metric d(x, y) = sup,,I,,,l]x(t) - y(t)l, x, y E CIO, 11. We 
adopt the notation used in BiIIingsley [4], UN 2 U for convergence in 
distribution of a sequence (UN} of random elements of C[O, l] to a random 
element U. 
Now, for the principal term AN + B,, we consider the following decom- 
position similar to (4.3), 
A,+B,=N-‘;ZNi (5.1) 
i-l 
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ZNi = K + i-[u(x - 1x,1) - &+(x)]t)‘(H(x)) dl”(x) (5.2) 
with W;. defined by (4.4) (y = II’&). 
Define the combined (N, i)-rank order statistic T,& by 
T& = + $ ( ZNj - Zii) + ST, llilN,N21. (5.3) 
J-1 
Set t& = C;-lVarZ,i, 1 I i I N and ti = tiN. 
Now, for every N 2 1, define the stochastic process W, by 
w,(t) = 0 for t = 0 
= i(T,$ - rT)/t, for t = t&/t;, 1 I i I N (5.4) 
linearly interpolated for t E [ti,/t& ti,i+l/ti], 0 I i I N - l,(t&, = 0). 
Then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Consider the statistic Si defined by (2.1) with scores given 
by (2.2) and assume that (2.3) and (2.11) are satisjied. 
Then the process W,, defined by (5.4), converges in distribution in the 
uniform topology on CIO, l] to a standard Brownian motion process W = 
{W(t) : 0 I t I l}, i.e., 
9 
w,-+ w. (5.5) 
Remark. We may mention tirst that the above theorem contains as a 
particular case the asymptotic normality of S$ with parameters (IL;, ui) 
defined respectively by (2.6) and (2.10). 
Indeed, for every u E R, define A0 = {x E CIO, l] : x(l) 5 v}. Let PN 
denote the probability distribution of W,, N 2 1. Then, since T&,, = Si, 
we have W,(l) = (S$- ~;)/a,. Now, it is well known that W( aA,) = 0 
(where W denotes also the Wiener measures on CIO, 11) and since by (5.5) 
PN converges weakly to W, we have 
p G-r;: 
t 
22 u 
ON 1 
--, w{ w: x(1) 5 u} = Q(u). 
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To prove Theorem 5.1 we require the following lemma which shows that 
the sequence { QN}, N 2 1 is bounded in t’-norm. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let QN be dejined by (2.9). Then if (2.3) is satisfied, we have 
limsupElQ,l =z co. 
N-CO 
(5.6) 
Proof. Denote the first integral in (2.9) by Q$, and note that QN = 
Q;, - BN- 
Then, using (2.3) we have 
El/W#(~)d@NI I I$(1 - ~)-~‘~+*dp = K l/2 + A’ (5.7) 0 
and 
5 2Kl;(Ntl)(l - SY2+%s 5 1,;; x ) 
(5.8) 
with probability 1. Therefore, by (5.7) and (5.8), 
(5.9) 
On the other hand, using the fact that B, = N-lCiN_l&“[ u(i?<x) - 
R((Xil)) - i?(x)]+‘(P(x))dF(x), (2.3), and Lemma 2.4 (with 0 < TJ < S) 
we obtain 
IBNl I KM{ lW[r(B)]-‘/““(l - R)-3’2+‘dS) 
which implies 
EIBNl s KM(~1[r(t)]-1’2tn(l - t)-3’2+d,}~1[r(t)]‘/2W’dt < CO. 
(5.10) 
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The bound in (5.10) being independent of N, the proof follows from (5.9) 
and (5.10). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. This theorem is an application of Prohorov’s [19] 
generalization of Donsker’s theorem together with (4.14) and Lemma 5.1. 
We will approximate W,,, by a process W*, in “regular position” (converg- 
ing in distribution to a standard Brownian motion W) and then show that 
the distance between W, and Wg is negligible in probability as N --, co. 
To this end, define the random process W,$ = { Wv(f) : 0 I t I 1) by 
WN(I) = 0 
= (Ci-lzNj)/fN 
linearly interpolated 
for t = 0 
for t = t&/t;, 1 I i I N 
for t E ttiJti9 ti,j+l/ti19 
0 s I I N - 1, (t,, * =O). (5.11) 
Then, proceeding as in Part 1 of the proof of Theorem 2.1, it can be 
shown that the sequence { ZNi }, 1 I i s N, N 2 1 satisfies the Liapounov 
condition for asymptotic normality. Hence, by Prohorov’s Theorem (cf. also 
Bilhngsley [4, p. 771) 
P 
w*, + w (5.12) 
where W is a standard Brownian motion process. 
Now, it is readily seen that 
ma ilQil 
d(W,, WN) 5 "y (5.13) 
and it remains to show that the right hand side of (5.13) converges to zero in 
probability. 
Now, since uN = tJN, it follows from (4.6) that 
t, 2 K’Nl’*, allN>l (5.14) 
for some K’ > 0. (In particular, Iim,,,t, = 00.) 
Let~O,~>Obegiven.LetC,,C2>O,O<ac~,andk>1bedefined 
by (4.14). Pick N,, such that for N 2 N, 
c,K’N”* 2 C,N”*-“. (5.15) 
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Also, choose Ni 2 N, such that 
C, f imk < c/2 
i-N, 
Finally, let N2 2 Ni be such that for all N 2 N2 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
where, by Lemma 5.1, 
ElQNl s K”, all N 2 1, some K” > 0. (5.18) 
Let N r N2. Then, by Chebyshev’s inequality, (5.17), and (5.18) we have 
N, - 1 
c P{ilQJ 2 cot,} I 42. (5.19) 
i-l 
On the other hand, from (4.14), (5.15), and (5.16), we obtain 
N N m 
C P{ilQil 2 cot,} I C P{lQil 2 C,i-‘/2-“} I C2 C iek < c/2. 
i-N1 i-N, i=N, 
(5.20) 
Consequently, by (5.19) and (5.20), (maxi 5 i S Nil Q/)/t, z 0, which 
together with (5.12) and (5.13) yields the desired result (5.5). The proof 
follows. 
(ii) Strong Law for S,+ 
We now prove that under suitable conditions on the score-generating 
function. +, SG- c(z + 0 a.s. 
Here we provide a simple proof of this fact, utilizing the decomposition 
(2.7) together with the results of the previous section. 
THEOREM 5.2. Consider the statistic SG dejned by (2.1) with scores given 
by (2.2). Then, under the assumption (2.3), S$- pi+ 0 a.s., where CL& is 
given by (2.6). 
Proofi Considering the decomposition (2.7), it sutlices to show that 
A, + B, + 0 a.s. and QN + 0 a.s. 
In dealing with the principal term we shall need the following lemma, the 
proof of which follows from the standard arguments, and is therefore 
omitted. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Consider a double sequence (YMi }, 1 I i I N, N 2 1, of 
row-wise independent r.v.‘s and assume that 
limsupN-’ ; EJYNi(2+B < co, for some q > 0. (5.21) 
N-CO i=l 
Then, there exists 1 > 1 such that for every E > 0 there exist C, > 0 and N,,(e) 
such that for all N 2 N,(c) 
P{l~N-E(Y,)(rc} sC,N-’ (5.22) 
where TN = N-‘CyEIYNi. In particular, it follows from (5.22) that r,,, - 
E(Y,) + 0 a.s. 
Now, from (4.3), (4.7), (4.8), and Lemma 5.2, we have A, + B, + 0 as. 
On the other hand, (4.14) clearly implies that QN + 0 a.s. The proof 
follows. 
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